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 Journey from Mozambique to Lakes Shirwa and Amaramba.
 By Henry E. O'Neill, H.M. Consul, Mozambique.
 Map, p. 758.*
 Part II.?Exploration of the Northern and North-Eastern Shores
 of Lake Shirwa, and discovery of the Lakes Amaramba and
 Chiuta, the true Sources of the Lujenda Eiver.
 Some months before I left Mozambique on my present journey, I had
 been collecting information respecting the line of route along which I
 intended to pass, more especially with regard to the eastern and northern
 shores of Lake Kilwa, or Shirwa, and the supposed connection of this
 lake with the Lujenda river. My inquiries, made from sources I had no
 reason to discredit, resulted in my receiving a great deal of information
 which contradicted in many main particulars that which has been
 hitherto accepted respecting the northern limit of this lake and the
 sources of the Lujenda. When sifted, the chief points in which my
 information differed from that by which we have, up to this, been
 guided, were the following :
 1. Immediately north of Lake Kilwa, it was reported to me, there
 were two smaller lakes called Amaramba and Chiuta.
 2. The Lujenda river was said not to approach Lake Kilwa, but to
 commenee at the northern extremity of Lake Amaramba, of which it was
 the outlet.
 3. Between lakes Kilwa and Chiuta there was said to be a distinctly
 elevated ridge, across which the waters of Lake Kilwa never passed.
 4. From information I received a little later, I was also led to
 * The map is based upon seven detached topographical sketches, the diary, and the
 numerous astronomical observations of Mr. O'Neill. Information from other sources has
 been introduced sparingly. In laying down Mr. O'NeiU's route we have adopted the whole
 of his observed latitudes, that for Namlugu alone excepted. " Namlugu " is probably an
 error, as an inspection of the inset map, showing Mr. O'NeiU's route from Namlugu to
 Egwoli shows, and the observation ^.was perhaps made at the camp, a couple of miles
 to the south-east of Egwoli. All longitudes, up to Shalawe, and all those beyond, being
 the means of lunars and chronometer observations (Mkuburo alone excepted), have been
 adopted. Najiwe (Nambewe) and Yano, depending upon the chronometer alone, have
 been shifted five miles to the east, whilst Makanyero, derived from six lunars, has been
 shifted as much to the westward. The longitude of Nawaruma, derived from no less
 than 45 sets of lunars, unfortunately reached us too late to be utilised in the compilation
 of the map. The whole of the route from the coast to the lake had then been plotted
 and placed in the hands of the engraver. Nawaruma, on our map, however, occupies
 its true position relatively to the Namuli Peaks. The adoption of the longitude result-
 ing from these lunars would necessitate the rejection of all observations for longitude
 to the northward and westward of it, and would have completely deranged the topo?
 graphical features of the country, as they appear upon Mr. O'NeiU's own sketches.
 The 45 sets of lunar observations are, however, reported by Mr. Coles to be perfectly
 satisfactory and the new position for Nawaruma (lat. 15? 41' 22" S., long. 37? 5' 34" E.)
 correct. The present map must be considered, therefore, as provisional only.?[E. G.
 Eavenstein,]
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 714: JOURNEY FROM MOZAMBIQUE TO
 doubt if the lake extended so far to the north as it was usually
 represented upon our maps.
 My informants were chiefly natives of the district of Mungao near
 Cape Delgado, who had traded up the valley of the Lujenda and in the
 Kilwa district. They were therefore better able than most to inform
 me correctly.
 I may perhaps as well say at once that a personai exploration of the
 district has resulted in my being able to confirm, in every particular, the
 information I have quoted above, and to show that I was truthfully and
 accurately informed. However, before this second stage of my journey
 commenced, the above reports only served to whet my curiosity, and I
 felt a great anxiety to settle the doubts raised by them.
 After despatching a mail, via Blantyre, to England, announcing my
 arrival at Lake Kilwa from Mozambique, I accordingly left Mkanyea
 for the north of the lake. At a risk of being considered tedious I shall
 describe this journey minutely, so that each successive step taken by
 me to discover the exact relation that exists between Lake Kilwa and
 its supposed outlet, the Lujenda, may be clearly seen.
 Oct. 1th.?Leaving four men at Mkanyea, we started from camp at
 6 a.m. for the northern extremity of the lake. At 7.30 crossed the
 river Mchimasi, a sluggish stream 15 to 20 yards broad, flowing wrest
 into the lake. Our path led us parallel to the lake, skirting the broad
 fringe of mud and swamp that forms its eastern shore. The country to
 the east, and in the vicinity of the lake, is of a most tame and unin-
 teresting character, almost a dead level, and devoid of any conspicuous
 feature. It has the appearance of a vast sea of grass and stunted shrub,
 at this season without even the redeeming feature of freshness. Over
 this flat a few isolated clumps of trees are scattered, like islands in a
 sea of grass. At these clumps will almost invariably be found a few
 huts; for the inhabitants of this shadeless region value their trees.
 10.30 a.m. arrived at a low hill, or rather large boulder, 50 to 60 feet
 high, from which I took a round of bearings by prismatic compass. An
 hour after leaving this our path began to wind round to the north-west,
 and at 3.30 we arrived at an encampment called Masabango (meaning
 " water-holes "), having rounded the north-eastern extremity of the lake.
 The waters of the lake were not visible from this point; but judging
 from the commencement of the reeds, I should say the lake shore was
 from 1 to 1J mile south of this.
 This spot, which forms a regular encampment for parties passing to
 and fro from Mkanyea, is about 30 to 40 feet above the level of the flat
 at the head of the lake, and is selected for the purity of the water which
 iilters up through the sand into a few natural wells. The water of the
 lake appears to be avoided, even by the natives, and I tasted some that
 was so brackish as to be almost undrinkable. Latitude of Masabango,
 by meridian altitude of stars north and south, 14? 57' 26" S.
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 8th.?Left Masabango at noon, and marched 2f west, a little northerly.
 Passed the encampment of Kiromoni, and camped about two miles west
 of water supply, leaving five men to bring up water. Tried the water
 in some shallow pools in the flat that extends to the south towards the
 head of the lake, and found it quite undrinkable.
 9th.?Guides and carriers commenced to give much trouble, declaring
 that their journey to Amaramba was beyond their original agreement,
 and that now I was extending it by going round the head of Lake
 Kilwa. I was soon able to see that they were combining to break this
 journey. To-day my head guide presented himself, with some others,
 and declared that only two days' food was left, adding that there was
 great scarcity?almost a famine?in the neighbourhood of Lake Ama?
 ramba, and at the north-west of Lake Kilwa no food could be obtained
 except at Kavinga's on Chikala Hill, where our guides from Mkanyea
 durst not go in consequence of a quarrel between the two chiefs.
 Although I knew much of this was false, I at once told off six men to
 return to Mkanyea with a supply of cloth and bring up food. At the
 same time I warned them we should continue our march in the morning.
 1Qth-13th.?To-day my guides found themselves wofully foiled.
 Starting at 6 a.m., I walked on ahead of my party, and after four hours
 and twenty minutes' steady walking arrived on the banks of a small
 stream, where very fair water was to be obtained. It was amusing to
 see the pretended indignation of my head guide, who now turned round
 and laid all these falsehoods at the door of the guides we had obtained at
 Mkanyea. As a sort of last desperate effort to prevent my getting on,
 the men carrying food had thrown down their loads and returned to
 Kiromoni. I am now told that food may be obtained at a village called
 Nambasi, two or three miles south-west of this. The stream on the
 banks of which we are encamped is the Mikoko. The inhabitants of
 this place tell me it flows into, not out of, Lake Kilwa.
 From Masabango to this point, we have walked almost due west along
 the southern foot of a ridge that I estimate to be 15 to 30 feet above the
 level of the lake. This ridge is well wooded and has a thick under-
 growth of large shrubs and woody creepers, and nowhere does it bear any
 trace of the waters of the lake reaching even its foot. If, then, what is
 told me is true, there would appear to be no connection between Lake
 Kilwa and the Lujenda drainage system.
 Uth and l?tli.?Struck my tent and took up a position on the out-
 skirts of Nambasi village. About 1^ mile W.S.W. of Mikoko I crossed
 another small stream, the Nkande, said also to flow into the lake, but,
 like the Mikoko, it was impossible to detect its current, as, in this the
 last of the dry season, it consisted only of a succession of pools. I have
 now completed the circuit of the northern extremity of the lake. The
 northern face of Chikala Hill is distant from this point certainly not
 more than four miles.
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 16th.?To-day I crossed the stream Nambasi and walked to within
 1 to li mile of Chikala in order to get a round of bearings from a point
 close to the foot of that hill.
 Up to this I have stubbornly refused to credit the assertions made by
 all the dwellers upon or near to the shores of this lake?as at Chigwadu,
 Mkanyea, and Nambasi?that Kilwa has no regular outlet to the north?
 ward. The evidence on this point has been so varied and the statement
 that "Lake Shirwa discharges into the Lujenda" has been so often
 repeated and so generally accepted, that I felt that nothing but a elose
 personai examination of the whole northern shore of the lake, confirmed
 by the evidence of those who were living on the spot, would be sufficient
 to contradict it. I can, however, now say with. confidence that Lake
 Kilwa has no regular, constant outlet to the north, and that it does not
 discharge into the Lujenda river.
 Chikala Hill bounds the lake to the west and almost reaches the
 parallel of the northern extremity of the lake. It turns off then abruptly
 to the W.N.W. (by compass) and continues in that direction for ten or
 twelve miles, where it appears to meet another range of hills lying
 approximately north and south. Its northern face rises precipitously
 to a height of 2000 to 2500 feet above the plain.
 It forms the natural fortress of a chief called Kavinga, who this year
 has done the excellent service of defeating and turning back the
 MakwangWara, who were ravaging the country upon a raid southward
 and had approached dangerously near our Blantyre Mission.
 17^4?Started at 6 a.m., our path leading north-easterly and at
 the back of the ridge that shuts off Lake Kilwa to the northward.
 8 a.m. crossed the Mtorandenga swamp, and shortly after the Namiguru
 river to which it gives rise. Lost our path amidst the number of game
 tracks and hunting paths, and therefore turned eastward, and made for
 Nafisi Hill. After four hours' rough walking over a country literally
 honeycombed by the footmarks of elephant, hippopotamus, and other
 large game, made in the wet season, we struck the path leading from
 Masabango to Amaramba. Camped at 2 p.m. by some pools of stagnant,
 impure water.
 ISth.?Made an early start and crossed at 7 a.m. the Sangwi river,
 which has its source in the Inyango Hills and, flowing eastward, enters
 Chiuta Lake. At 7.45 crossed Nkakugunda river which also rises
 in the Inyango Hills and flows into Chiuta. At 11 a.m. arrived on the
 banks of the Lifune, which forms here some curious deep, large pools,
 beautifully shaded by overhanging trees, and giving deliciously cold,
 pure water. This river is also a feeder of Chiuta. Rested and started
 again at 2.30 p.m., camping at 5 p.m. on the river Masimayela (lit. " the
 river of white water "), the Kumbanga Hills bearing west (by compass)
 three to four miles.
 19^._ Our course to-day led us parallel to the river Msambiti which
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 connects the lakes Amaramba and Chiuta. The country passed over
 yesterday and to-day is of a much more interesting character than that
 bordering Lake Kilwa to the eastward. The hills of Inyango, Kumbanga,
 and Kipani, which really form a single range, are within a short distance,
 and the country inclines gradually down to the bed of the river. The
 banks of the river are fringed with reeds, and swampy; but the country
 over which we walked was perfectly dry and lightly wooded.
 Four hours' walking brought us to the extreme south of Lake Ama?
 ramba, and at 1.30 p.m. we camped at the village of Chemina from three
 to four miles further north, and upon the western shore of the lake.
 20th-26th.?From what I have seen and heard since I have been
 here, I can have no doubt that Lake Amaramba was the lake visited by
 the Rev. Mr. Johnson in the beginning of 1881, and mistaken by him for
 the northern extremity of Lake Kilwa. I had been much puzzled by
 the apparent contradiction between Mr. Johnson's statement that Lake
 Kilwa discharges into the Lujenda, and my own observations at the
 head of that lake. In reply also to careful inquiries made at Mkanyea,
 Mikoko, and Nambasi, I had been everywhere assured that I was the
 first European who had visited the northern extremity of Lake Kilwa.
 All this apparent contradiction now admits of any easy explanation.
 Upon arrival here I was at once told that an Engiishman had visited
 the lake two years ago from the westward, and the point at which he
 had reached it was shown me as opposite the village of Chengogwe,
 1\ or 2 miles south of Chemina. At this point the breadth of the lake
 is about 600 to 800 yards, and it was said that he wished to cross it,
 but that the canoe men refused to carry him across. From what I saw
 of these gentry, and the exorbitant charges they made for ferrying
 my party across, I can quite understand that Mr. Johnson, who
 travelled with only five or six men, and therefore with only a small
 stock of supplies, may not have been able to agree with them on this
 head.
 In concluding, however, that Mr. Johnson arrived at Lake Amaramba
 and not at Lake Kilwa, I do not depend merely upon the statements of
 the inhabitants of the shores of these lakes. A number of other in?
 dependent circumstances incline me to this belief.
 1. Mr. Johnson tells us that looking eastward, " only a few detached
 rocks are visible." Now looking eastward from the north-west of Lake
 Kilwa, you see, not "a few detached rocks," but a continuous line of
 hills lying nearly north and south, which form the eastern limit of the
 plain of the Shirwa, and which were crossed by me at Chigwadu.
 The appearance of the country east of Lake Amaramba is, however,
 perfectly described in Mr. Johnson's words. The isolated hills Mitumbi,
 Mero, Mangombo, Chikalulu and Lipembegwe, widely detached from
 each other, rise out of a level or gently undulating country, and form
 the only conspicuous features visible.
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 2. Mr. Johnson tells us nothing of the three separate streams Mikoko,
 Nkande, and Nambasi, one or two of which he must have crossed or seen,
 had he reached the north-west of Kilwa.
 3. Had Mr. Johnson visited the north of Lake Kilwa he could not
 fail to have told us of the hill of Chikala and its abrupt termination, as
 the hill rises there precipitously to a height of 2000 to 2500 feet, and he
 would have been under the very shadow of it.
 4. Mr. Johnson has said that Mangoche Peak was seen by him
 towering above all others to the north-west ward. Now Mangoche is
 not visible from the north-west shore of Lake Kilwa. I believe it might
 be seen on a clear day if one ascended Chikala Hill, but this Mr. Johnson
 did not do, for the simple reason that Chikala was not to be seen from
 the point on Lake Amaramba which, I am of opinion, was really the
 point reached by him.
 But apart from these considerations, there is really no reason to dis-
 credit the statements of the natives of Nambasi and Mikoko that no
 European had been seen there until my arrival, or of the people of Lake
 Amaramba, that an Englishman had visited them a couple of years back
 from the westward.
 The northern shore of Lake Kilwa never having been explored and
 its character being unknown, and it having been so often asserted that
 the Lujenda has its source in this lake, and, moreover, the latitude at
 which Mr. Johnson struck Lake Amaramba being only a little to the
 north of that laid down on our maps as the northern limit of Lake
 Shirwa, it was most natural that Mr. Johnson should have concluded
 that Lake Amaramba was the northern termination of Lake Kilwa.
 I hope it is unnecessary for me to say that it is in no captious spirit
 I bring forward these arguments in disproof of the statement that Mr.
 Johnson visited Lake Shirwa and " traced the source of the Lujenda to
 that lake." I am sure Mr. Johnson would be the last to accuse me of
 this, and the first to agree with me that it is necessary to the right
 solution of an interesting geograj3hical question that such a mistake,
 as I feel convinced has been made, should be placed in the clearest
 light.
 Lake Amaramba lies fairly regularly N.N.E. and S.S.W. by compass,
 and extends between the parallels of 14? 19' 15" S. and 14? 32' S. Its
 greatest breadth is from lj to 2 miles. There are nine villages and
 hanilets upon its shores?five upon the eastern, three upon the western,
 and one at its northern extremity. These are all named after their
 chiefs, viz. Napulu, Chemlola, Chekungwa, Chemaunda and Chengogwe,
 upon the eastern shore; and upon the western shore, Akumhumbwa,
 Chemina and Chemataka; and at the northern extremity of the lake,
 Akamtundu.
 Although most of these are Ajawa, I am told those upon the western
 shore owe allegiance?rather feeble, I suspect?to the powerful chief
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 Ngambi, situated a little west of this. Those upon the eastern are
 subject to Napiilu, who is a Maravi chief, and the oldest settler upon
 the lake. This chief bears the reputation of being a hard fighter. I
 heard that within the last two years raids for slaves had been made
 upon him by the people of Mohemela and Maua, and that ih both cases
 he had successfully defeated them.
 Both shores of the lake, opposite these villages, are lined with huts
 built upon piles; but these huts are more storehouses for food and places
 of refuge in time of war than residences in time of peace. The country
 on both sides of the lake appears to be well cultivated, and huts neatly
 erected will be seen scattered thickly over the shambas.
 This lake would form a more healthy spot for the residence of a
 European than the eastern shore of Lake Kilwa, as it is almost com?
 pletely free from the unhealthy swamps that border the latter lake, and
 the ground rises at once from its shores.
 On the morning of the 25th, at 5.10 a.m., I started to endeavour to
 reach the north end of the lake, and the Lujenda river. As I saw no
 chance of extending my journey to the north end of this lake owing to
 the discontent and obstructive spirit shown by guides and carriers, I
 have done my best to measure its length, north of the point at which
 my latitude observations were taken, by dead reckoning. From 5.10 a.m.
 we walked steadily along a good path that ran parallel to the lake. At
 7.50 halted to breakfast. Started again at 8.50, and arrived, at 10
 a.m., at the northern extremity of the lake, and upon the banks of the
 Lujenda river. During the whole of this walk the path was good,
 and the pace not less than 3*25 geographical miles an hour. Deducting
 from this ? 75 for the winding of an African path, we have 9 ? 34 miles
 in a straight line for the whole distance of 12*45 miles of ground
 covered during three hours and fifty minutes' march.
 The longer axis of the lake is as nearly as possible N.N.E. and S.S.W.
 by compass. This corrected for variation 15? 30' W., will give N. 7? E.
 as the true direction of its longitudinal axis. Entering the traverse
 table with 9 miles as distance, and N. 7? E. as course, we have a difference
 of latitude of 8 * 9 miles, which if the excess of * 34 be applied will be
 more correctly computed as 9 ? 2 miles. The latitude of Chemina beino-
 14? 28' 4" S. (mean of eight observations), the north extremity of Lake
 Amaramba and commencement of the Lujenda river may therefore be
 placed in 14? 19' 55" S. lat.
 The Lujenda river, at its commencement at the northern extremity
 of Lake Amaramba, is a narrow swift stream, flowing between stiff
 perpendicular banks, 12 or 15 feet above the level of its waters, when I
 crossed the river at the last of the dry season. It was then flowing with
 a velocity of not less than 2-J- or 3 knots, and its average breadth was
 not more than 10 to 12 yards. This breadth it appeared to preserve as
 far as the eye could follow it.
 No. XIL?Dec. 1884.] 3 D
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 In order to assure myself that Lake Amaramba had no other outlet,
 I crossed the river at a ford close to the lake, where its depth was only
 four to eight feet, and rounding the northern extremity of the lake, took
 a round of angles from its eastern shore. From my point of observation
 the north end of the lake bore W.N.W., and upon that line of bearing its
 width was from 600 to 800 yards. Unlike the southern end, therefore,
 it suddenly contracts, and discharges its waters in the swift, narrowr
 stream I have before described. Between one and two miles below the
 foot of the lake the Lujenda receives the waters of the Mandimba
 river, which is said to have its source in the hills around Mangoche
 Peak. A little below that, again, the Lukono river, flowing from the
 eastward, is said to unite with it. The latter river is reported to pass
 north of and close to the hill of Mluli.
 Shortly after noon we commenced our return, and arrived in camp
 about 5 p.m., pretty well done up, but thoroughly satisfied with the
 results of the day's work. My dead reckoning places Lake Amaramba
 rather to the eastward of Lake Kilwa; but 44 lunars taken on the
 nights of the 20th, 21st, 22nd, and 24th, may, I hope, fairly correctly
 jix the longitude of this lake.
 Like "misfortune," African travel sometimes "makes strange bed-
 fellows." I had been observing the greater part of the night of 22nd,
 and on the afternoon of the next day had lain down to rest. I had not
 slept for more than an hour, when I was awoke by a curious entwining
 sensation about the leg. Feeling instinctively that something was
 wrong, I junrped out in hot haste, shaking off my leg as I did so, a snake
 rather over three feet long. The reptile had crawled up the legs of my
 " Paragon" bedstead, and liking the warmth of my blanket had cre'pt
 into it, and by way of placing itself further at its ease, had entwined
 itself round my leg. We soon after unearthed it from amongst the goods
 stored in my tent, and despatched it. Its bite, I was told by the natives,
 was not deadly, but a limb, if bitten, swelled considerably, and took
 some time to heal.
 26th.-~Hired four canoes at a point one mile south of this, where the
 lake is about 1000 to 1200 yards broad, and crossed my whole party by
 7 a.m. Without any further delay we then turned south and left for
 Chiuta. Our path this day led us over a dry and lightly wooded
 country. It lay at some distance from, but was apparently parallel to,
 the river Msambiti, which connects the lakes Amaramba and Chiuta, and
 glimpses of this stream were obtained at intervals throughout the day.
 At 3 p.m.. we opened out the north extremity of this lake, and an hour
 after camped on the banks of a small stream, the only evidence met with
 of drainage from the eastward into the lake. The drainage from the
 westward into Chiuta is abundant, as a glance at the number of rivers
 crossed upon the opposite side, when en route to Amaramba, will show.
 21th-31st.-~-Chiuta was to me very disappointing. I had formed
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 an exaggerated idea of its size, being told that it was much broader than
 Amaramba, and had several islands in it. None of this was actually
 untrue ; but its shores are of the same character as those of Lake Kilwa,
 and as its waters would recede and advance to a considerable extent,
 the lake probably presents very different aspects in the wet and dry
 seasons. Seen as I saw it, at the last of the dry season, it would, I think,
 more correctly be called a huge swamp, which opens out here and there
 into large sheets of clear water, forming a succession of small lakes and
 large poncls, several of which may cover two or three square miles.
 Amidst this confusion of swamps and ponds, and islands of tail dense
 reeds, arise five small hills (of precisely the same formation as Kitongwe
 and Kisi of Lake Kilwa) which are practically islands, unapproachable
 except by water, although when seen from a distance and in the dry
 season, several appeared to be situated upon a dead flat of long reed
 grass. Whilst encamped further north I tried to get a canoe to cross
 over to the island abreast of which I was, but failed.
 I cannot lay down with certainty the size or form of the southern
 part of this lake, as I passed some distance to the south-east of it. I could
 only see, distant from me some four to five miles, an open sheet of water,
 about three to four miles in length, the direction of which was approxi?
 mately E.N.E. and W.S.W. (by compass).
 Although, as I have said before, Chiuta does not possess the dis?
 tinctive lake character of Amaramba, I do but follow the custom of the
 natives in terming it a lake. Kilwa, Chiuta, and Amaramba are, with
 the natives, all " Nyassas " or " lakes," whilst Tambo, Mtorandenga, and
 similar swamps are all termed swamps.
 31s/.?We started to-day for Masabango without a guide, and straying
 fell into a path which led to Chigwadu. Consequently I lost the oppor?
 tunity of tracing the south-east shore of Chiuta. When we recovered
 onr right path we were well to the south of the lake; but I could clearly
 see the large sheet of water which I have mentioned above. Between
 us and the lake there was a vast flat, the greater part of which would
 probably be under water after the rains.
 Wre now commenced to cross the ridge that shuts off Lake Kilwa from
 Chiuta, and which at this point is between two to three miles broad.
 Again straying, we had a tiresome search, and only reached our former
 encampment as darkness set in.
 Starting the next morning at day light, a brisk walk of sixteen miles
 brought us to our old camp on the Mnembo river, where we found our
 sick recovered, and letters, accompanied by a welcome supply of stores,
 from the Blantyre Mission.
 I cannot conclude without saying a few more words respecting the
 connection of Lake Kilwa with the Lujenda drainage system. Having
 carefully examined the whole northern shore of this lake, and inspected
 3 n 2
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 the streams at its north-western extremity, the only point at which any
 connection is possible ; having also passed over the country betwreen that
 point and the swamp Mtorandenga?the first source from which flow
 continuously the waters which give rise to the lakes Chiuta and
 Amaramba; I am person ally convinced that the true source of the
 Lujenda river must be looked for, not in Lake Kilwa, but in the lakes
 Amaramba and Chiuta, or if we go back still further, in the swamps
 Mtambo and Mtorandenga and their connecting stream the Namiguru.
 I do not wish to be understood to say that Kilwa never connects
 with this system of drainage, although I was told on the spot that it had
 not done so within the memoiy of any one living there at the present
 day. The difference in levels is so slight, and the country between the
 Mikoko river and the Mtorandenga swamp so nearly upon the same
 plane, that, in opposition to what I was told and in confirmation of the
 previously accepted theory that "Lake Shirwa occasionally overflows
 into the Lujenda river," I believe very unusually heavy rains and an
 extraordinary overflow would so inundate the banks of the Mikoko and
 the adjoining streams the Nkande and Nambasi, as to cause a connection
 between the waters of Lake Kilwa and the swamps that give rise to the
 lakes Chiuta and Amaramba.
 It seems to me probable that this connection was more frequent in
 former times than at the present day. Speaking at Nambasi with some
 old men, long residents of the place, they told me " the waters of Kilwa
 were not always as they are now," and that formerly the level of the
 lake was much higher than it is at present. At one time, they said, the
 broad fringe of swamp and reeds that now skirts the shores of the lake
 did not exist. All this strengthens the probability that at a former
 period the overflow of Lake Kilwa to the northward was much more
 frequent than at the present day. In any case it is incorrect to say that
 it discharges into the Lujenda river. That it occasionally overflows
 into the swamps that give birth to the lakes Chiuta and Amaramba
 is, I am convinced, as far as we can go in confirmation of the statements
 that have connected Lake Kilwa with the Lujenda river. Assuming,
 however, this occasional connection to exist, can it in accuracy be said
 that Lake Kilwa is the true source of the Lujenda ? Can it strictly
 speaking be called its source, when it may be entirely disconnected from
 it for perhaps many successive years ? Is it not more correct to say that
 the true sources of the Lujenda river are in the lakes Amaramba and
 Chiuta ?
 This connection between the lakes Kilwa and Chiuta is, I believe,
 year by year being more decisively severed, by the action of two
 opposing forces of drainage from off the north-east face of Chikala Hill
 and the hills that lie, roughly speaking, parallel to the ridge that shuts
 off Lake Kilwa to the northward. The same action that has, I think,
 silted up this ridge in the past, is now continuing its work in a north-
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 westerly direction, or upon a line of bearing that is nearly at right
 angles to the drainage from off the northern face of Chikala Hill. The
 ridge that shuts off Lake Shirwa to the northward lies across the head
 of the lake with curious and unbroken regularity. To what does it owe
 its formation ? I think its very regularity may be taken as part proof
 that it has been water-formed.
 There appears to me to be a similar formation in process now along
 the longer axis of the Lake Kilwa, a description of which will, I believe,
 explain the formation of all.
 The general conformation of Lake Kilwa may be described as that of
 a basin of oblong, or rather of rhomboid, shape, uptilted upon its western
 or mountainous side. Upon its eastern a broad flat, from 10 to 12 miles
 in breadth, extends to the feet of some low hills that bound it in that
 direction. Through this flat the drainage is weak and sluggish, a few
 streams wend their way through it, with so weak a velocity that when
 I crossed them their course was only just distinguishable.
 Upon the western side, on the other hand, the drainage is strong and
 active. Innumerable mountain streams, freshets in the rainy season,
 run off the eastern face of Chikala Hills, which rise abruptly to a height
 of 2000 to 2500 feet, and extend to the northern extremity of the lake.
 These streams rush into the lake with a considerable velocity, heaviiy
 laden with particles carried off from the mountain sides on which they
 have their source. Their velocity, together with the shape and direction
 of Chikala Hills and the absenee of any outlet to the lake, either north
 or south, causes a set of its waters to the eastern shore. Upon
 approaching the eastern shore this set encounters the ridge that forms
 the islands Kisi and Kitongwe?the longer axes of both of which lie at
 right angles to this set?and meets also with the more sluggish opposing
 force of the drainage from the eastward into the lake.
 Checked by these counter forces, the velocity of this current or set is
 diminished, and the deposit carried by it is east down at the foot of the
 islands Kisi and Kitongwe, or upon a line that lies nearly north and
 south, and is, roughly speaking, equidistant from both shores. It is to
 this action I think is due the long, low ridges, now merely sandbanks,
 but which already form small islands, that extend north and south of
 the islands Kisi and Kitongwe and the line of sandbanks that lie off
 the eastern shore north of them. Behind the latter, vegetation is, I
 observed, growing on apace, and their junction with the eastern shore
 is only a matter of time.
 Looking eastward and remembering that the same forces have been
 in operation for countless ages past, we have, I think, the true explana?
 tion of the vast flat that here meets the eye. The whole of this flat
 bears the appearance of having been at no very remote period?using
 this expression of time in a geological sense?under water, and I believe
 it once formed a part of the bed of Lake Kilwa. But the same causes
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 that are now at work throwing up sandbanks and shailowing the bed
 of the lake, have gradually and during the lapse of ages caused a silting,
 up of the eastern shore, until it has been raised to its present level above
 the waters of the lake.
 In conversation with a native of Nambasi, an argument was brought
 forward by him as telling against the reported connection of Lake Kilwa
 with the Lujenda drainage system, which seems to me worthy of mention.
 " If," he said, " the waters of Lake Kilwa mingle with those of Chiuta,
 how is it that there is so great a difference between them ? The water of
 Chiuta is perfectly sweet and drinkable, whilst that of Kilwa is so salt
 as to be avoided by all who live on the shores of the lake." As I re?
 mained some days on the shores of Chiuta, I can answer for the truth
 of his statement as to the sweetness of its waters.
 The western portion of Lake Kilwa is now so shallow, that two or
 three years ago, during an exceptionally dry season, I was told a man
 might have walked from Kisi Island to the mainland, and that the
 natives were only deterred from doing so by the soft muddy character
 of the bed of the lake and the fear of crocodiles. A servant I despatched
 with letters to Blantyre assured me the depth between those two points
 nowhere reached the height of a man.
 I cannot but regret that I have been unable?owing to the fact of my
 arriving at the northern extremity of Lake Kilwa in the last of the dry
 season?to settle conclusively the question of its outlet. I hope, however,
 it may be settled soon by some member of the Blantyre Mission, who
 may visit it during or after the rains.
 Before concluding, I must say a few words respecting the advantages
 the country on the northern shore of Lake Kilwa and further north in
 the neighbourhood of lakes Amaramba and Chiuta offers to sportsmen
 as a good game country.
 To any true sportsman I feel I can safely recommend it. It is
 unquestionably the best game country I have passed in East Afriea,
 not excepting the valley of the Kingani river, which is, I think, looked
 upon as the best shooting country on the mainland in the neighbourhood
 of Zanzibar. I saw herds of buffalo and antelopes of many different
 species. Of the latter I saw on several occasions eland, and what I
 believed to be?judging from its great size and the shape of its an tiers?
 Nyala, both rare sport, I think, now-a-days. Of the smaller kind of
 antelope I noticed many different species. Troops of zebra also and giraffe
 I saw on several occasions. A species of wild pig, of which my men shot
 several and which made very good eating, was very common.
 Of elephant I saw none, but the country about the swamps Mtoran?
 denga and Tambo was literally cut up with spoor of large game, such as
 elephant, rhinoceros, and hippopotamus. To the English sportsman this
 is a virgin country, and I should say well worthy of a trial.
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 I am now on my way to the coasfc by a more southerly route than that
 by which I came, and if successful I shall be able to lay claim to having
 opened up two new routes from the Mozambique coast to the Lake
 district. The route sketched out for me by my guide Is one by which I
 am told I shall cross all the principal rivers between the Mluli or
 Angoche river and Quillimane.
 Part III.?Return Journey from Lake Shirwa to the Mozambique
 Coast at Angoche, November 1883 to January 1884.
 On the 3rd of November we left Mkanyea for Nangoma, from whence
 it had been arranged I should strike southward down the Likugu valley,
 as I was most anxious to learn something about that river.
 Four hours' walk brought us again to the village of Chigwadu at the
 western foot of the Luasi Hills.* In crossing these hills, which are
 here six to eight miles in breadth, I saw several spots that seemed to me
 well adapted in every way for the establishment of a mission, should
 the Mission Committee of the Scotch Established Church be disposed
 to extend their work to the eastward of Lake Kilwa. One valley in
 particular, watered by the stream Makomba, and at an altitude of,
 approximately, 2500-3000 feet above sea-level, appeared to me to be
 especially suitable. A mission established at such a point would have
 the advantage of being within easy communicating distance of head?
 quarters at Blantyre, as, provided a good sailing-boat was kept for
 crossing Lake Kilwa, the journey might without difficulty be accom?
 plished in a couple of days.
 I could not reeonimend the selecfcion of a site nearer to Lake Kilwa
 than this, not only on account of the extreme unhealthiness of the flats
 to the east of that lake, but also because both the chiefs Chigwadu and
 Mkanyea are strongly under the influence of slave dealers. At the
 village of the former I saw large barracoons that were being filled with
 slaves, and spoke with some of the dealers, who told me that they were
 from Kissanga and had been four months located in that district. And
 amongst the Maravi hamlets I passed through in the Luasi Hills, one was
 pointed out to me as being peopled entireiy by refugees from the district
 of Mkanyea. There are many hamlets of the Maravi tribe amongst
 these hills, the people of which I cannot but think would gather round
 a mission if one were established amongst them. A mission station
 here might also be the first step towards a second in the healthier and
 more attractive locality of the Namuli Hills.
 From Chigwadu to Nangoma our path led us over the same ground
 * I have called these the Luasi Hills for want of a more suitable name. None is
 given to the range by the natives, and as the river Luasi seems to be the chief river that
 has its source in them, I have named the hills after it.
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 as that we before traversed, except that Mrieku Hill was crossed and
 the circuit before made south of Matakawe avoided. A fine view was
 gained of Namuli and its fellow peaks in crossing these hills.
 Three days were passed at Makanyera in the hope of obtaining lunars
 to fix the approximate longitude of Matakawe and the Luli (Lusi) river,
 but only six distances could be obtained on account of the unfavour?
 able weather. On November 10th we took up our old encampment at
 Nangoma.
 At this point I parted from my head guide. He desired to accom?
 pany his party to the coast by the route we had before taken. I wished
 to take a different and more southerly route. His readiness to fall into
 my views and the ardour with which he set about to procure me guides
 rather astonished me. I very soon, however, received a reason which
 explained it all. His headmen had been collecting slaves during our
 absence, and as I was not exactly the person a slave trader wished to see
 attached to his caravan, more especially when he was bound for the
 neighbourhood of Mozambique, he naturaliy was most desirous that our
 paths should diverge.
 A very short delay was made at Nangoma, and on November 12th
 we recommenced our journey to the coast. Our first day's march was a
 long and hard one, leading amongst the hills in almost a due southerly
 direction. Many villages were passed, most of which are named in the
 accompanying map ; and two affluents of the Likugu, the Namwilasi and
 Mwitiwe, crossed before a halting place for the night was reached.
 This was at the village of a chief called Mwanamchepesi, situated
 at the eastern foot of the hill Mrietu and overlooking the Likugu
 valley.
 We were now leaving the Mihavani district and again entering the
 country of the pure Lomwe. The district of Mihavani, the eastern
 limit of which we had now reached, is bounded on the south by the hills
 Mrupa, Mirigwi and Marata, three fine hills of considerable altitude,
 which are conspicuously visible from this point and about 15 miles to the
 southward.
 From what I could gather of the origin and formation of this branch
 of the Lomwe tribe, it appears that when this portion of the Lomwe
 country was overrun and conquered by the Maravi who had fled from
 their own country to escape the irresistible Mangoni, one powerful chief
 ruled over the whole country from Matakawe to Marata. This chief
 had eleven sons, to each of whom, when he died, he bequeathed a portion
 of his country, and thus it came about that Mihavani was split up into a
 number of petty chiefdoms. Nangoma, Makanyera, and Namusula all
 told me that they were descendants of this chief.
 Although the people of this district form undoubtedly a branch of the
 Lomwe tribe, they are in many respects distinct from and seem to con?
 sider themselves superior to them. The mixture of Maravi with Lomwe
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 blood seems certainly to have produced a race more intelligent than the
 Lomwe pure or the Makua. They appear to have less of the negro
 about them; their features are more regular ; their'complexion lighter,
 and they show greater capabilities than, at all events the Makua, in the
 ingenuity with which they work in both cotton and iron.
 One very peculiar custom I noticed amongst them, which I have
 never seen elsewhere. Their women, in addition to the ndoma or upper
 lip-ring, wear a thin iron rod, four to H\e inches in length, in the
 lower lip. A few of these I managed to secure and have sent them
 home to the Secretary of your Society.
 With the greater intellectual capacity of which I have spoken, there
 exists a greater aptitude for progress, and naturally this district, so
 suitable in its physical features, would seem to promise a favourable
 field for mission-work. But like the Ajawa, who are the most apt and
 intelligent of the tribes adjacent to the Nyassa, they are the greatest
 slave dealers; for they take up with greatest facility the ideas of their
 only teachers the coast traders, and they appear to be preferred by them
 as their easiest tools for carrying out the work of slave hunting.
 From Mwanamchepesi a short march brings you to the Likugu river,
 flowing straight from the southern face of Namuli Mountain, which is
 clearly visible. The river was forded a few hundred yards below the
 junction of the Mtivasi with it.
 Namuli Peak bears from this point N. 26? E. (true) var. 16? west.
 I have now almost circled it, and have therefore seen it from every point
 of view. Its shape is peculiar and unlike that of all other mountain
 peaks that I have seen in the Makua and Lomwe countries. Almost
 without exception these are cone-shaped. Namuli, on the contrary, is
 flat-topped; but the summit presents a far sharper appearance upon an
 easterly and westerly bearing than upon a northerly and southerly. It
 is evident that its shape is that of a sharp ellipse, the longer axis lying
 approximately east and west.
 It has been suggested by some that the mountain is probably an
 extinct volcano. I could not hear anything to confirm this; but in
 truth I had great difficulty in getting any Lomwe to speak freely of this
 peak. Their reluctance seems to proceed from the feeling of veneration
 or rather superstition with which they regard it, and of which I have
 before spoken. It is a sanctum sanctorum about which it is almost
 sacrilege to speak, more especially to a stranger, the object of whose
 inquiries they cannot understand.
 If, however, we may be permitted to form any conclusion from its
 distinctive shape, I am inclined to think it may be volcanic. I have
 twice ascended Yesuvius, and remember well that after passing the hard
 belt of lava which encircles the mountain up to a certain point, our last
 and worst tug before reaching the mouth of the crater was a truncated
 cone, the surface of which consisted of loose incoherent ash. This, indeed,
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 I believe is the typical shape of an active volcano which has but one
 orifice, and that at its extreme summit.
 Namuli has every appearance of a volcano long extinct, whose upper
 cone or crater has given way to the action of atmospheric forces until it
 has nearly or altogether disappeared. The altitude of the mountain has
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 thus been lowered until the mass of consolidated lava being reached, the
 summit has assumed its present shape. It is well known that the dis?
 appearance of the upper cone or crater takes place, with more or less
 rapidity, in all extinct volcanoes, and we are told that there is a volcanic
 mountain in Java that has diminished in altitude nearly 4000 feet in
 this manner. May not the Lomwe tradition that the first man and
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 woman came " out of" Namuli be also taken as an indication that the
 mountain possesses an excavated or crater-summit ?
 It will be necessary to give some name to the range that, as far
 as I have observed it, extends from the hills immediately surround?
 ing Namuli, S.S.W.ward to and beyond the hills Mrupa, Mirigwi, and
 Marata. In preference to an altogether imaginative name, I would
 call this the " Lomwe range," from the people who inhabit it, or it
 might be called the " Namuli range." The former, I think, would be
 best, for the latter would have no signification with the natives,
 who apply the name solely to the block of hills surrounding Namuli
 Peak.
 It is worth while to notice how, in the vast area of country known
 hitherto as " Makua Land," the hills gradually become more and more
 detached, and, with. some notable exceptions, diminish in altitude as you
 proceed from south-west to north-east. The Rev. Chauncy Maples, the
 only traveiler who has passed through the country north of the Luli
 river, has told us of a few isolated hills; but his verdict upon its
 general character shows it to be tame, sterile, and devoid of any con?
 spicuous natural features. "Bare, uninteresting, monotonous, and
 dreary," are the words that he applies to the country north of the Luli.
 Mr. Thomson also speaks of it as "a slightly undulating country, at
 one time spreading out into a great plain, at another forming a narrow
 valley."
 This truly is the general character of the country to the north and
 east. But as you work southward and westward you will see that the
 hills lose their isolation and that there is sufficient continuity to enable
 you to clearly outline the range. You may even, I think, with little
 difficulty and fair aceuraey, from the positions of the principal peaks,
 outline the various ridges that form the water-partings of the rivers of
 the northern part of the coast.
 Let the eye travel round from the Inagu range to the hills Mlema,
 Riani, Mawili, Ribawe, Mwima, Nipugo, Mwaja, and Eradi, and I think
 you have the principal links of a ridge that forms the water-parting
 between the great Luli system of drainage to the northward, and the
 Mkubure?and at its western extremity the Ligonya?to the southward.
 I have only mentioned the most conspicuous of these hills and peaks.
 There are many minor ones upon the same line, all named by the natives,
 whieh if enumerated would make the connection much closer. The
 Chiga range also will connect to the eastward, though by a low and
 almost impereeptible rising, with the hills Ndimwe, Kugue and Erewe,
 and the ridge thus formed parts the southern tributaries of the Mkubure
 from those of the rivers Mji Mkwali and Mluli. Again, the Namuli Hills
 divide, in the neighbourhood of Namuli Peak, the river Likugu from
 some important affluents of the Luli, and if, as I think may eventually
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 be found to be the case, this range curving round to the westward
 connects with Milanje or the mountains south of it, it separates the
 rivers of that part of the coast from those that feed Lake Kilwa and the
 Shire river.
 A short walk after crossing the Likugu brought us to the village of
 Nawaruma, pleasantly situated, but low, in the valley of the river Paje.
 I remained here four days to take lunars in order to get the approxi?
 mate longitude of the Likugu river at this point, and succeeded in
 getting forty-eight fair distances.
 A thickening of the population is very noticeable immediately you
 enter the Likugu valley, and the number of villages to be passed and
 importunate chiefs to be satisfied had a considerable effect in shortening
 our stages. On the 18th we continued our march, but reached no
 further than the village of Mshilubi, an hour's walk to the S.S.W.
 Mshilubi is another of the many delightful spots I have visited in
 the Lomwe country which would strongly attract the European colonist.
 The inhabitants have fixed their village high up upon the eastern slope
 of the hill Ishigani, which overlooks to the westward the valley of the
 Likugu and to the eastward a broad plain watered by the rivers Buaha
 and Kokola, affluents of the Likugu. The view across the plain is
 diversified by the hills Itaje, Njeshima, and others further east about
 Malua, which, though detached, are some of them of considerable size and
 altitude. Open to the breezes to the south and east, and at an altitude
 of 1000-1200 feet above the level of the plain, Mshilubi enjoys a
 temperature that even in November was pleasantly fresh and cool.
 At Mshilubi I had the choice of two roads to the coast, one leading
 eastward and only a little southward through Malugu and Malua to
 Hoshia, the other striking due south, following the valley of the Likugu
 downwards for another three days until Nikula was reached. My
 guides struggled hard to secure the former as being the shortest and
 most direct; I strove equally hard to gain the latter, for it led more
 directly through the heart of the Lomwe country, and enabled me also
 to cover a greater extent of country on my return route. It also secured
 my crossing every important river between the Likugu and Angoche,
 when I turned eastwards.
 The guides' report of the country to be passed over was most un?
 favourable. The Lomwe to be encountered were the " wildest of the
 wild," " mkali mnu " and even traders were said to avoid them. They
 were cutthroats and murderers. A small portion of this was true. I
 had long since heard that in this part of the Lomwe country, traders did
 iiot often go. But the reason was a simple one. The Lomwe objeeted
 to their people being carried off as slaves, and this in the majority of
 cases was the coast-traders' quest.
 I have, however, steadfastly disbelieved in their reported anxiety to
 cut people's throats who did them no harm, and whose passing was only
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 a source of profit to them, There is no doubt that at times the coast-
 trader suffers severely from the effects of the slave trade, and I will
 give an example, which will also explain the manner in which the
 Lomwe chiefs have earned the reputation for savagery that has been
 accorded them.
 Some years ago the child of a Lomwe chief was kidnapped and
 carried off to the coast as a slave. There he changed masters, and was
 brought up in the house of an M-yao trader. The child having developed
 into boyhood, he accompanied his master on a trading excursion, and it
 so happened that in the course of this journey they visited the district
 of which his father was the chief. There the boy was recognised by his
 mother. The chief, regardless of the fact that the boy's present master
 was perfectly innocent of the carrying off of the boy, determined on a
 fearful vengeance. Treating the trader and his companions?I am told
 there were several in company?with every civility, he gave them
 guides to conduct them some distance upon their journey. These guides
 led the party to a spot where others lay in waiting, and at night they were
 attacked, the traders murdered, and their goods carried off to the chief.
 In the dispute as to which road should be taken, I am glad to say I
 triumphed over my guides, though I believe I owed my success to
 nothing more than a most gorgeous smoking-cap with which I capti-
 vated the eye of the chief, and which I promised to make his own if he
 would give me guides to Nanzizi.
 Leaving Mshilubi, our route led directly down the valley of the
 Likugu river, crossing a number of its tributary streams, of which the
 Kokola was the most important. At noon of the same day we recrossed
 the Likugu from east to west, and continued our march for a short dis?
 tance upon the right bank, encamping at a village called Ananihobe.
 From observations taken here, I place the latitude of this second ford
 at 15? 54' S.
 I have never in any part of Eastern Afriea seen the population so
 dense as in the Likugu valley. In seven hours' march this day we
 passed through six good-sized villages, and sighted others upon the hills
 to the west of us. It is hardly too much to say that we walked out of
 one village into another. We certainly had hardly left the shambas of
 one before we entered those of the next.
 Upon the second day after Mshilubi was left, we reached the foot
 of Paje Hill, upon meeting which the river Likugu deflects to the east?
 ward before resuming its southerly course. In order to avoid the
 circuit that the river here makes, we now left the valley and struck
 across the hills. Had I kept upon the banks of the river I was told
 that I should have met with the same constant succession of villages
 that I noticed on the first day. The populous character of this district
 and its evident security and quiet convinced me that the words of
 my guide were true, and that few traders had as yet penetrated it.
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 The country between Mshilubi and Nanzizi forms a sort of neutral
 ground between the route from Mozambique to the interior and that
 from Angoche to the interior, and traders rarely cross from one to
 the other.*
 I think the Lomwe of the Likugu valley are a little too strong, too
 united for the slave dealers. Those who pass through their country find
 it necessary to mass together and form large and strong parties. Only
 last year a caravan of not less than 1800 souls carrying ivory and slaves,
 was led by a chief called Matabwiri, from the country about Milanje
 Mountain to Angoche.
 These Lomwe do not, however, show any traces of inferiority to
 those that live upon and in the neighbourhood of the trade routes. On
 the contrary, they gave me the impression of being in some respects
 superior to any I had hitherto met. I have never in any part of the
 country seen houses equal to those that met my eye in this district.
 Instead of the usual beehive-looking structure common to most parts of
 interior Africa, to get into which you have almost to crawl on hands and
 knees, many of these houses were of oblong shape, with a frontage of
 15 and 20 feet, strongly constructed, and with doors and a verandah
 which you could enter without stooping your head. One corner of the
 verandah of all houses of this construction was neatly railed in and
 formed the family baraza, and in it the women and children of the
 family might be seen throughout the. day at work, carrying out their
 various domestic duties.
 After ascending the hill Paje and in crossing the spur that the
 Namuli Hills throw out here to the eastward, our path led up hill and
 down dale until the village of Anaketi was reached upon the stream
 Namluvia. Here we passed the night, and continuing our march at
 daybreak, arrived at noon of the 23rd of November, for the third time,
 upon the banks of the Likugu. It was from this ford, which is called
 indifferently Nikula or Anansiku, after the villages upon the left and
 right banks, that we were to strike eastward to the coast, joining the
 route to Angoche at Nanzizi. I place it in lat. 16? 15' S.
 Here, when my journey was all but ended, or at least four-fifths of it
 accomplished, I was attacked with bad fever complicated by congestion
 of the liver, and completely prostrated for nearly twenty days, during
 which I only got on one stage. I could not have had a worse time for
 delay. The rain which had been threatening for some time past, now
 came down upon us with true tropical violence and fury, and the
 country, before most favourable for travelling, began to get swampy
 and unhealthy. The rivers, too, swelled rapidly, and many of the fords
 becoming impassable, we were delayed at some to cut down trees, and at
 others to build birch canoes to cross them. Neither on the Molugwi or
 * There is a connection between the two, but much nearer to the coast and by the
 route it was first arranged I should take, via Malngu and Malua to Hoshia.
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 the Ligonya did we find native canoes in which we could transport our
 baggage.
 I must not, however, leave the Likugu wTithout dispelling an illusion
 which has existed for some time past regarding this river. It is the
 only river of the coast, from the Eovuma to the Zambesi, which native
 report has led us to hope would be found navigable. So much credence
 had been placed in these reports by some, that the Director of Public
 Works of this province, in an official despatch, dated August 16, 1879,
 and addressed to the Secretary for Colonial Affairs at Lisbon, suggested
 it as a possible alternative and shorter route to the interior than the
 Zambesi and Shire. One could not therefore but feel the strongest
 interest in the settlement of this question, and my interest in it was
 greatly increased when I saw the density of population upon its banks,
 and thought of the advantages that would accrue both to commerce and
 the people were a deep waterway discovered leading from the coast into
 their midst.
 I can now say without hesitation that it is quite unnavigable above
 the parallel of 16? 15' S., or the latitude of the last ford crossed by me,
 and that it presents no appearance of being navigable for some distance
 below that.
 Its bed alters greatly in character between the first and third fords.
 At the first, which was within 20 miles of its ultimate source, I found
 it about 80 yards broad, shallow, and broken up with boulders; but
 the water-marks on the banks showed that in the rains it increased in
 breadth to 200 and 300 yards. At the second, its width was not less
 than 1000 yards, and the bed, which was here of a sandy nature, was so
 cut up with islands, that in fording we passed over four. These islands
 were well wooded, and raised above the level of its waters some 10 or
 15 feet. The aspect of the river at the last crossing, from the point of
 navigability, was even worse than at the previous two. Though deep
 and only passable with difficulty in a canoe owing to the powerful
 sweep of the stream, both above and below the point crossed the river
 rushed over a bed of large jutting rocks, forming a series of rapids that
 put its navigation at any season of the year quite out of the question.
 The river falls from 1728 feet above sea-level in lat. 15? 40' S. to 1207 feet
 in lat. 16? 15' S., or 521 feet in 35 miles of latitude.
 Again, masters of coasters report the mouth to be so blocked by sand?
 banks as to be dangerous even for dhows, and I believe it is a fact that
 dhows rarely, if ever, enter it, although the adjacent rivers of Macusse
 and Mriazi form regular ports of call. Taking everything into con?
 sideration, I fear we must dismiss all hope of its ever being utilised as a
 waterway into the interior.
 After a delay at the village of Muli of eleven days, we recommenced
 our journey to the coast, my weak state compelling me to be carried in a
 roughly improvised machilla, a species of conveyance not unlike the
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 Anglo-Indian palanquin and the usual mode of progression with the
 Portuguese of this coast. The same day we arrived at Nanzizi joining
 here the trade route to Angoche.
 I find in my note-book here, tc the chief very kindly ordered the
 public baraza in the centre of the village to be cleared, in order that
 I might fix my tent, which leaks considerably, within it. Through this
 no rain can penetrate, and it also gives a very grateful shade." And
 from this to the coast I almost invariably got permission to &^ my tent
 in the same sheltered spot. I mention this little fact to show the
 hospitality of these people, who at considerable inconvenience to them?
 selves?for the public baraza is as a rule thronged throughout the
 day?set apart their place of audience solely to add to my convenience
 and comfort.
 Upon the first day after leaving Nanzizi we crossed the Nishoti river,
 an affluent of the Namama which unites with the Moniga or Quizungu
 river.
 The Quizungu, or "Tejungo" of the British Admiralty charts, is
 marked as forming at its mouth one of the finest harbours of this coast,
 and natives generally speak of it as being navigable for some distance
 into the interior; but that this is not the case is, I think, proved by the
 fact that I did not cross, nor anywhere came near the main river,
 although my line of march at this point was not more than 50 miles from
 the coast.
 The first river of any importance next to the Likugu reached by me
 was the Mlela, a broad fine stream which is said to have its source in the
 hills about Malua. This river, which is unnamed on our charts, dis-
 charges itself into the sea a little north of the Quizungu.
 I may perhaps be permitted here to say that the information I gave
 some time back to the Boyal Geographical Society respecting the rivers
 that rise a considerable distance in the interior upon this part of the
 coast, has been perfectly confirmed by the results of my present journey.
 As far back as March 1882 I wrote,* " The only rivers that extend a
 considerable distance inland and have their sources in the interior
 districts are the Mluli, Ligonya, Molugwi, Mlela, and Likugu." These
 rivers which I then named, are the only ones of any size and importance
 that I met with upon my route from the hilly districts of the interior to
 the coast at Angoche.
 The country passed over from Nanzizi to the coast, upon a line that
 kept throughout between the 16th and 17th parallels of latitude, alters
 very little in character. After the range of hills west of the Likugu is
 left behind very few hills are seen, and these are isolated and of con?
 siderable altitude. A lightly wooded, gently undulating country, with
 numerous swampy depressions and sinking gradually to the coast, takes
 the place of the broken and comparatively rocky route passed over by me
 Vide * Proceedings of the Eoyal Geographical Society,' Oct. 1882.
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 from Mozambique to the interior. It is, however, better watered, and I
 am inclined to say is more fertile.
 Until I reached the neighbourhood of the Mlela river I could see no
 decrease in the density of the population. In three very short stages
 upon December 21st, 22nd and 23rd, we passed through no less than
 twelve villages, all distinct from each other and ruled over by inde?
 pendent chiefs. Again quoting from my note-book, I find the following
 remark: " Dec. 22wd, To-day we passed for an hour through the first piece
 of uncultivated country that I have seen since leaving the Likugu."
 This, I think, will give some idea of the populous nature and cultivated
 character of that district.
 But after passing the Mlela, and indeed a short time before I arrived
 at it, I began to notice a very sensible decrease in the number of villages
 on my line of route, and the sight of one Nerua, deserted and a heap of
 ruins, threw a little light into the cause of this decrease. I had again
 reached a field of the coast slave dealers. Only six weeks before my
 arrival Nerua had been a flourishing and populous village, as I could
 easily see from the number of its ruined houses and size of the adjacent
 shambas which had not had time to get overgrown, so recent had been
 their destruction.
 The raid in which this village had been destroyed appears to have
 been organised by a coast trader, living near the Moma river?a half-
 caste born of a Makua mother by an Arab father?in conjunction with
 the chief Hoshia, and the main object was undoubtedly the collection of
 slaves. All the natives of whom I inquired informed me that Nerua was
 not the only village destroyed by them, but that they afterwards
 extended their operations and carried war over a good deal of the sur?
 rounding country.
 As the slave trade of this country, past as well as present, has a
 distinct bearing upon its condition, and moreover is a subject of general
 interest, I may I hope be allowed to say a few words respecting it here.
 A trade that has had a growth of two centuries and a half, com?
 mencing in the year 1645?when the Portuguese settlements of the
 West African coast fell into the hands of the Dutch?must, it is evident
 to all, have taken a strong hold upon the country and deeply stamped its
 impression upon the people. Some efforts have been made of late years
 to prove that the slave trade in the Makua country and on the
 Mozambique coast is extinct; but unhappily the evidence of those few
 who have passed through the country goes to show that this is by no
 means the case.
 It is not what it was in its " palmy days " of the latter half of the
 last and beginning of this century, when, it being legalised and pro?
 tected by the Government, all the colonists, more or less engaged in
 it, to the exclusion of other more healthful industries; when bishops
 seated on a throne of marble blessed and baptized the gangs as they
 No. XII.?Dec. 1884.1 3 e
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 passed shackled to the shore for embarkation; * when the exportation of
 hundreds of thousands of slaves was registered each year from the west
 and east coasts, f and the duty levied per head constituted the chief
 source of income of the Colonial Treasuries.
 But it still forms by no means an insignificant part of the trade of
 the country, and. it is not too much to say that all the native chiefs deal,
 more or less, in slaves. Upon every journey I have taken into the
 interior I have met parties of slaves being brought down to the coast. Our
 missionaries upon the Nyassa and in the district of the Bovuma tell us
 that within the past two or three years there has been an augmentation
 rather than a diminution of slave hunting, both east and west of the
 Nyassa, to satisfy the demands of coast slave dealers. The Eev. Chauncy
 Maples, in his interesting and valuable paper upon the Medo country,
 read before your Society in March 1882, has already told you that with
 his own eyes he saw a caravan of nearly 2000 souls, the great majority
 of which were slaves, being brought down to the coast in the neighbour?
 hood of Ibo. In the same year large parties arrived at Masimbwa,
 midway between Ibo and Cape Delgado, carrying both ivory and slaves.
 And still more recently a caravan of 1800 souls arrived in the neigh?
 bourhood of Angoche with about 500 large and many small tusks of
 ivory, and over 500 slaves. Upon the journey I have just accomplished,
 on two occasions runaways from slave parties sought my protection.
 One case was that of the sailor of a dhow from Mozambique which had
 been wrecked at the mouth of the Moniga (Quizungu) river. The crew
 escaped to the shore and were finding their way up the coast, when they
 were all captured and made slaves by a coast chief. I succeeded in
 ransoming this poor fellow for a small supply of cloth. Again, it is
 impossible to satisfactorily explain the depopulation of the coast belt,
 * " As levas de escravos iam baptizados, e ainda em nossos dias um viajante viu na
 alfandega de Loanda a cadeira de marmore d'onde o Bispo no caes abencoava os rebanhos
 de negros que embarcavam para o Brazil."?0 Brazil e as Colonias Portuguezas, por
 J. P. Oliveira Martins, Lisboa 1880.
 f "Exportacao de escravos de 1807 ao estabelecimento dos cruzeiros 1819 :??
 I.
 Para o Brazil. .. 680,000x
 ? as colonias hespanhoes. 615,0001 ^
 ? outrospontos. 562,000| 2>194>?00 Perda em viagem . 337,000.)
 IL
 Idem desde 1819 a 1847 :?
 Para o Brazil. 1,122,000\
 ? as colonias hesp. 83i;000l
 Perda em viagem . .. .. 688,0001 2>758>000
 Capturados. 117,000-'
 Total .. 4,952,000"
 Molinari, Esclavage no Dicc. Econ. pollt.
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 as compared with the interior districts, otherwise than by the desolating
 -effect of an active and long-lived slave trade. In the beginning of this
 paper I pointed out how greatly the population increased west of the
 Inagu Hills, and now on my return route I notice how greatly it de?
 creases east of the Mlela river. These are surely sufficient proofs that
 the trade is not dead yet.
 The increase reported by our missionaries is due, there can be little
 doubt, to an increase in the agricultural industries of this coast?of
 which I shall say more hereafter?which have caused a stronger demand
 for labour than existed a few years back.
 This slave trade to the Mozambique coast not only has, but also I
 believe will, prove a great obstacle to the development of this country.
 It forms a part of the traditions and present customs of the people. It
 occupies the attention of almost all traders from the coast to the interior ;
 traders who hold a monopoly of the commerce of the Makua and Lomwe
 countries, and to whom the slave trade furnish es their greatest source
 of profit. The bitter hostility of these traders, whose influence over the
 native chiefs is far too powerful, will have to be reckoned with in any
 attempt to colonise, or introduce legitimate trade, to the exclusion of the
 slave trade, into the interior of this country.
 I think the present state of the country may be most exactly described
 as that of one whose development is held in suppression by the existence
 of the slave trade in it; for this trade has struck very deep root, and
 slaves provide the chiefs with the main part of their stock for barter and
 exchange, and furnish them with an easy means for the supply of their
 wants. Other industries, to which the people would have natural
 recourse if this means failed them, are in consequence stifled.
 Hoshia, at whose village I remained four days, is one of the most
 powerful chiefs of this part of the country, and this district is a favourite
 resort of traders from Angoche, Shangage, and Mji Mkwali.
 A sharp descent from the house of the chief brought us to the Mlela
 river, which was about 100 yards broad and waist deep when we forded
 it. The Lisi, one of its chief tributaries and of equal breadth and
 volume, was crossed two hours after, and again met with flowing through
 the village of Mahua, which formed our encampment for the night.
 Our course this day had been south-easterly, and this village,
 situated in latitude 16? 36' S., was the most southerly point reached by
 me upon this journey. Hence until we approached the coast our march
 was almost due east, and at times a little northerly.
 On January 5th we took up our quarters at Nawalama, a large village
 scattered over the valley of the river Nakusha, an affluent of the Mlela.
 Our guides from Hoshia returning here, we were delayed several days
 before we could procure others to conduct us as far as the river Molugwi,
 and we only arrived on the banks of that river on the 14th of January.
 The heavy rains during this delay had so swollen the river that it
 3 e 2
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 was quite impassable, with goods and baggage, in the only native canoe
 we found at the ford. Here the skill of my Mozambique boatmen proved
 invaluable, and by evening of the 15th they had felled and stripped
 trees and sewn together a large bark canoe, in which the whole party
 was transported before nightfall.
 In my paper on " The Coast Lands and some Bivers and Ports of
 Mozambique,"* I have placed the mouth of this river in the very centre
 of the large delta marked on our charts and the Boyal Geographical
 Society's large scale map as the " Kisungu delta," and I could hear
 nothing upon this journey to lead me to alter this. All the infor?
 mation I have gathered upon this point tends to confirm the statement
 I then made, that this "delta" will probably be found to be the
 product of three separate rivers, the Mwalaka, Molugwi, and Mwebasi
 or Maravoni, the Molugwi being by far the largest of the three. All
 these discharge themselves very close to and possibly connect with each
 other in a manner similar to the Mriazi and Moniga.
 The whole of the latter portion of my journey was performed in
 constant and heavy rains. Arriving on the banks of the Ligonya on
 the 18th, we were again obliged to construct our means of transport,
 a work of greater difficulty here, as suitable trees were scarce. In its
 swollen state the Ligonya presented the appearance of a very noble
 river, sweeping with considerable velocity between banks at least 1000
 yards apart. But some half-sunken islands in the midst, covered with
 reeds, and sandbanks awash near the shore, lead me to fear that it does
 not differ in character from the generality of East African rivers. It
 rises, however, far inland, having its source in the streams that run off
 the southern slopes of the Inagu Hills.
 On the 20th we crossed what was named to me as the Kokola river,
 but which had every appearance of a tidal khor, and an hour after
 crossing this we arrived on the banks of the Moma, a swift stream some
 30 to 40 yards broad. Although the mouth of the Moma has led some
 to suppose that the river extends a considerable distance into the interior,
 the natives assure me that it has its source a very short distance inland
 of the point at which it was crossed by us.
 On the 21st we halted at the village of Karoba, named by me in &
 previous paper f as the most influential Makua chief of this district.
 Thence we turned southwards towards the shore, reaching the sea on
 the same day, and camping at night at a coast village called Anahapia.
 Upon the next day we reached the river Laridi, and on the 23rd
 of January crossed the southern branch of the Mluli. This is probably
 that branch of the Mluli delta which is called the Natiti at its mouth,
 and which has been thus named in the map that illustrates my paper
 on this coast.
 The last two days of our iourney we marched through a highly
 * < Proceedings B. G. S.,' Oct. 1882. t Ibid.
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 cultivated and populous country, in which the oil-seed amendoim forms
 one of the chief products under cultivation. On January the 24th we
 reached the village of Mluli, the residence of an Arab chief called
 Sultan Suliman, who owns allegiance to the Portuguese Government.
 Here to my great surprise and pleasure I found that the Governor
 of Angoche, Major Alfredo A. F. Machado, had sent his secretary to
 meet me, and in addition to this act of courtesy and kindness, had pro?
 vided boats to convey all my party to Parapato. I was relieved, there?
 fore, of all trouble and delay at Mluli, and left immediately, arriving at
 Parapato on the evening of the 25th.
 I cannot find words to express my gratitude for the cordial and
 generous hospitality with which I was received by the Governor, who
 had kindly prepared, regardless of expense and trouble, everything I
 could possibly want for myself and my whole party. I will only say
 that it falls to the lot of few travellers to receive a warmer welcome
 upon their return.
 My journey was now ended. Two dhows were procured without
 difficulty to carry my whole party, and on the 28th we embarked and
 made sail for Mozambique, at which, favoured by a southerly wind, we
 arrived on January 29th, after an absence of close upon eight months.
 The general results of this journey may be summed up in a few words.
 Nearly 1400 miles of country, hitherto untraversed by any white?not?
 withstanding that the coast-line has been in the possession of a European
 nation for nearly 400 years?has been opened up by it; an important
 correction made, in the reduction of the length of Lake Kilwa by nearly
 one-fourth of that which it has been given hitherto in all maps, and the
 northern and north-eastern shore of that lake explored and the position
 of its islands I trust fairly accurately fixed; two unknown lakes dis?
 covered and the exact relation of Lake Kilwa to the Lujenda drainage
 system for the first time laid down; and lastly, two new routes opened
 up to the Nyassa district from the Mozambique coast, both from important
 commercial centres, namely, the capital of the province and the trading
 settlement of Angoche.
 Another result of this journey is the discovery of the important
 place and great proportion of country occupied by the Lomwe tribe
 in that hitherto known by us as " Makua-land," and supposed to be
 inhabited solely by the Makua race.
 Unquestionably the Lomwe occupy the richest and to Europeans the
 most attractive part of the country lying between the Mozambique coast
 and the Nyassa. To the northward, the rich and fertile valleys of the
 Malema, Nalume, Nalawa and Bwibwi, and the district about the upper
 waters of the Luli itself are occupied by them, and the healthy and
 picturesque country about the Namuli Hills may be called their central
 home. To the southward?and this only confirms what was written by
 my predecessor in a narrative of a sea journey made by him to the
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 mouth of the Quizungu river?the country occupied by them is separated
 from the sea-shore by only a narrow belt of Makua. And personal
 observation has shown me that the hilly districts south of Namuli and
 the valleys of the Yano, Lukotokwa, and Upper Likugu are peopled by
 and only by, the Lomwe race.
 The opening up of this rich Lomwe country to legitimate commerce,
 and the best means by which this people are to be reached, in order that
 the forces of civilisation may be brought to bear upon them, to extin-
 guish the slave trade and lift them out of the state of barbarism in
 which they now are, are questions that will at once present themselves
 to all who are interested in the welfare of the native races of Eastern
 Africa.
 My own researches, personal and otherwise, compel me to say
 that I fear no readily accessible means of communication will be
 found to this interior district from the coast. None of the rivers
 which flow through this country furnish a waterway to the interior.
 Of the two routes passed over by me, the southern, on account of the
 magnitude and number of the rivers that cross it, presents such diffi?
 culties during and after the rainy season, that for several months in
 the year it may be pronounced to be practically useless as a trade route,
 for the carrying over it of goods or produce in large quantities. The
 same objection offers an ineuperable obstacle to the construction of a
 road which could be traversed by waggons; for the bridging of such
 rivers as the Likugu, Ligonya, Molugwi, and Mlela, is a work hardly
 necessary to consider whilst the country is in its present undeveloped
 state.
 The more northern route from Mozambique, though it passes over
 country of a more rocky nature, offers no obstacle to the construction of
 a waggon road until the Inagu and Namuli Hills are reached. The
 observations for altitudes above sea-level that I have taken upon this
 route, will show that the gradient is an easy one from the coast to the
 Inagu Hills. These hills may easily be avoided by making a detour
 to the north or south. The latter would be preferable, for by it the
 Malema and Nalume rivers would be escaped, whilst the Ligonya
 and Likugu would only be met with at their very head and source.
 The Namuli Hills may then be ascended by an easy incline up the
 valley of one of the Likugu tributaries, as the Namwilasi, Mwitiwe, or
 even Lukotokwa, though the latter would be taking a direction unne-
 cessarily far south. Once these hills are crossed, there is no further
 physical obstacle, for the descent is commenced into the Central African
 basin.
 The curious fact will be noticed that the traveiler upon this route
 keeps, roughly speaking, steadily along the ridge which parts the rivers
 that discharge themselves respectively north and south of Mozambique,
 so that at no point is any river crossed except at its head, where its bed
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 is narrow, its waters shallow, and their velocity easily overcome. The
 Ngambo, Mluli, Mkubure, Malema, Nalume, Ligonya, Likugu, and Luli
 or Lurio, are all met with close to their source.
 In my opinion the Lomwe country will be best attacked?I use this
 word in its most peaceful sense?from the interior, using the Zambesi
 and Shire rivers as a means of communication with the coast. Probably
 the readiest way of reaching the district surrounding Namuli Mountain
 will be by crossing or rounding the northern extremity of Lake Kilwa
 and then following the route taken by me, and I think even the valley
 of the Upper Likugu may be easiest come at from the south of Lake
 Kilwa, to which undoubtedly a trade route?though I think one not
 much frequented?exists.
 In concluding, I must express my acknowledgments and grateful
 thanks for the co-operation readily granted me by His Excellency the
 Governor-General of Mozambique, Colonel Agostinho Coelho, who directed
 that I should be supplied by the Department of Public Works with any
 instrument I might require, and to whose kindness I am indebted for
 the sextant with which the greater part of my observations were taken.
 Mozambique, March 24,1884.
 GEOGKAPHICAL NOTES.
 Mr. O'NeiU's Return from Blantyre.?In the October No. of the
 'Proceedings' (p. 578) we recorded Mr. Consul O'NeiU's visit on official
 business to Blantyre, via the Zambesi and the Shire; we have now
 received a brief account of his return journey across the country by a
 partly new route to Quillimane, which he reached on the 31st of August,
 the journey having occupied thirty-two days. One of the objects he
 kept in view along the route was the tracing of the course of the Buo
 river, as this stream has been frequently brought forward as the natural
 and proper boundary of the Portuguese territory in this direction.
 Observations previously taken near its left bank at Manasomba Hill,
 and now at Chumbaza's village near its source, together with a series of
 observations for latitude obtained at its junction with the Shire by
 Mr. Bankin (the late Consul Foot's private secretary), enable Mr. O'Neill
 to trace its course with fair accuracy throughout its entire length. His
 route led south of Milanji Mountain, and forms a more direct road from
 Blantyre to the coast than that taken by the Bev. W. P. Johnson. It is
 one of the main channels of trade, and will be most useful whenever,
 as now, there is a difficulty in the river communication with Lake
 Nyassa. We are promised a detaiied account, with a map, of this latest
 of Mr. O'NeiU's interesting journeys.
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